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ABSTRACT
A technique using least square cubic splines was developed to obtain an
estimate of the MTF from edge response measurements. By making specific
assumptions concerning the general nature of edges to be analyzed, an
optimized procedure was developed to fit noise free cummulative gaussian
edges. The procedure was evaluated using simulated data from various
spread function shapes and levels of additive noise. The spline technique
produced MTF estimates which had less bias and lower variance than the
commonly used derivative
- transform technique. Due to the various
constraints which can be imposed on the spline, least square cubic splines
actually comprise a class ofedge analysis techniques which spans the range of
characteristics from the derivative transform technique to the exact
functional form fitting technique. Because of the nature of the spline
calculation, the constrained, least square cubic spline can be thought of as a
matched, yet adaptive nonlinear filter.
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One of the most versatile techniques of determining the modulation
transfer function (MTF) of an imaging system is a method called edge
analysis. This method consists of imaging a perfect edge with the system,
measuring the image plane irradiance distribution, and calculating the MTF
by Fourier transforming the derivative of the normalized irradiance
distribution. With only slightmodification, the same technique can be used to
determine the MTF of photographic emulsions and entire camera/film
systems.
The targets needed for edge analysis are relatively simple to produce and
allow the MTF to be determined for very small parts of the image plane. By
strategically placing edges in the object plane, the MTF of a photographic
imaging system can be determined for a variety of positions and directions
with a single exposure. Adequately sharp edges often are present in actual
scenes to be photographed and can be used to evaluate imaging systems in
normal
operations.1
By using edge analysis on edges contained in a
photograph, information can be obtained for corrective image processing, to
monitor image quality control, or to suggest future imaging system
improvements.
The major problem associated with edge analysis is the presence of noise
in the edge response measurement and its effect on the calculated
MTF.2
Sources of this noise include film granularity, electrical noise in the
measuring device, the quantum nature of radiation, vibrations, and
digitization error. Precise, repeatable MTF determinations are difficult to
obtain from noisy data. Various techniques have been applied to edge
response measurements to try to extract the smooth signal from the noisy
data.3
Hand smoothing, convolution, with specially designed smoothing
functions, fitting with analytical functions, and averaging OTF curves have
all been tried with only limited success. Precise, repeatable results are still
difficult to obtain from edges.
A possible technique to smooth the data which has not appeared in the
literature is to fit the edge response data with a regression analysis technique
called "least squares cubic
splines."
These splines consist of cubic polynomials
which are fit to segments of the data in a least squares fashion. They have
added constraints which insure that a smooth curve with continuous first and
second derivatives is obtained over the entire range of the data. The size of
each segment and the number of segments help determine how well the spline
technique extracts the signal from the noise. Bymaking certain assumptions
concerning the nature of edge response measurements and applying them to
the least squares cubic spline calculation, an even better estimate of the edge
response functionmight be obtained.
Just asmany analytical functions have known Fourier transforms, so do
cubic
splines.4 A technique has been derived by which the MTF ofan imaging
system can be directly calculated from the spline fit of the edge response
without employing a discrete Fourier transform calculation.
It is hypothesized that the use of these techniques would make the
determination of MTF values from noisy edge data more precise and
repeatable. The intent of this research is to produce and evaluate a
computerized algorithm for the direct calculation of the MTF of an imaging
system from edge response measurements by using least squares cubic
splines.
This chapter covers the basicmaterial leading to the use of least squares
cubic splines to obtain smooth estimates of the edge response function of an
imaging system. The first section of this chapter examines some of the basic
principles of image formation and evaluation. The second section considers
some of the anomolies associated with edge response measurements; in
particular, noise. The third section covers the basic derivations for the
calculation of cubic splines. Finally, the forth section shows the derivations
and assumptions made to apply least square cubic splines to edge analysis.
Image Formation andAnalysis
The point spread function of an imaging system is the image of an
infinitesimally small point formed by the system. Since any radiance
distribution in the object plane of the imaging system can be thought of as
consisting of an infinite number of points of varying intensities, the point
spread function is the fundamental building block in the mathematical




If an imaging system is linear and spatially invariant, the image irradiance,
g(x,y'), formed by the system of an object with a radiance distribution f(x,y), is








It is often desirable to consider the image formation of objects whose
radiance distribution varies in only one dimension. A line is such an object.
The line spread function of an imaging system is the image of an infinitely
long and infinitesimally narrow line formed by the system. Since a line can be
considered to be an infinite string of points, the line spread function of the
system can be obtained by integrating the point spread function in the
direction of the line. If the system has a rotationally symmetric point spread
function, the one dimensional line spread function will be independent of the
orientation of the line,
h(x)= I h(x,y) dy.
(3)
J _ GO
By convention, h(x) is normalized such that
h(x) dx = 1.
l4!
One dimensional image formation can be described by the convolution
integral,
g < x ) = fix)h(x'-x) dx,
l5i
where f(x) is the object radiance distribution and g(x') is the image irradiance





symbolizes the convolution operator.
If an imaging system is composed of several linear and spatially
invariant elements, the image of the first element can be regarded as the
object for the second element and so on until the final image is produced.
Mathematically stated, if fix) is the object plane radiance distribution, h^x) is
the line spread function of the i-th element, and n is the number ofelements of
the imaging system, then the image g(x) formed by the entire system is given
by the convolution ofeach elementwith the original object,
g(x) = f(x)*hl(x)*h2(x)*h3(x) ... *hn(x).
(7)
The actual calculation of such an n-fold integration is often burdensome
and time consuming. Any mathematical transformation which would
simplify the process of convolution would be of great benefit. The Fourier
transform is such a transformation. The Fourier transform F(f) of a general












Upper and lower case functions of the same letter represent a Fourier
transform pair of the frequency and spatial domain respectively.
The Fourier transform has the special property that convolution in one
domain is the equivalent tomultiplication in the other domain. Therefore, (7)
can be restated as
G(f) = FinH^nH^OH^f) ... Hn(f) ,
(10)
where G(f) is the Fourier transform of the image g(x), F(f) is the Fourier
transform of the object distribution fl(x), and Hi(f) is the Fourier transform of
the line spread function of the i-th element of the imaging system. It is
generally much easier to
perform the multiplication of (10) than the
convolution of(7).
According to Fourier, any object distribution can be decomposed into an
infinite series of weighted sinusoidal functions of varying frequencies. The
ability of an imaging system to reproduce these weighted sinusoids is an
important measure of the quality of the system. The modulation
transfer
function (MTF) of an imaging system is a function of spatial frequency which
describes the extent to which sinusoidal object radiance distributions are
modulated in forming the image.
The MTF can be derived from the line spread function. Consider a one
dimensional sinusoidal object distribution of frequency f,
fix ) = a + bcos2nfx ; b ^ a.






- x)) dx .
(11)
Making a trigonometric substitution, g(x') can be
written as the sum of three
integrals,










Hif) h(x )cos2nfx dx
113)
is the Cosine Fourier transform of the function h(x) and
.(/") = h ( x ) sin2nfx dx
[14)
is the Sine Fourier transform of h(x). By making substitutions from (4), (13),
and (14), equation (12) can be rewritten as
g(x') = a +
bHc(f)cos2nfx'
Making another trigonometric substitution,











Thus the image, g(x'), of the sinusoidal object distribution is
another sinusoid
whose amplitude has been modified by a factor iH(f)l and whose position has
been displaced by P(f).
The modulation of a sinusoidal distribution is defined as the
amplitude
divided by the average value. The modulation, mo,




The modulation of the image, g(x') is
b\H(f)\
(20)
The modulation transfer function M(f) is defined as the ratio of the image







Going back to the line spread function, the Fourier transform ofh(x),





is a complex function and can be separated into real and imaginary parts:
H(n = Hc(f)-iHs(f)
(23)
where Hc(f) and Hs(f) are defined in (13) and (14). A complex function can be
represented in an exponential form as the product of its modulus and phase.
The modulus ofH(f) is




= (/r.n + #;(/"))*,
which from equations (17) and (21) is equal to M(f) , the MTF. Thus, the
modulation transfer function can be obtained by calculating the modulus of
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the Fourier transform of the line spread function. The phase transfer function
(PTF) is





The Fourier transform of the line spread function, the optical transfer





The convolution integral, (5), which describes the process of image
formation, and the MTF, (24), which describes imagemodulation as a function
of spatial frequency, both require that expressions for the line spread function
be known. In the practical world, point and line objects of adequate radiance
are difficult to produce and their images are difficult to measure. It is,
however, possible to obtain the line spread function in an indirectmanner by
imaging a perfect edge with the system. If f(x) is defined to be a unit edge such
that
f 0 ; x < 0
f(x)=\
{ 1 ; x>0
the image of the edge will be the edge response function,
e(x') = fix) h(x'-x) dx,
(27)






h i x ) dx .
(28)
Therefore the edge response function is the cumulative integral of the line






Since edge objects are easy to produce and their images are relatively
easy to measure, the use of edge analysis is an attractive method of obtaining
the line spread function from which theMTF can be readily determined.
It has heretofore been assumed that the imaging system being
considered is linear and spatially invariant. Most imaging systems do not
strictly follow these assumptions and caution must be used in the application
of the previouslymentioned techniques.
Photographic silver halide emulsions yield deposits ofsilver as an image.
The transmittance of these silver deposits is generally not linear with respect
to the input exposure. However, the optical scattering within the emulsion
should be a linear process. Therefore, the "effective
exposure,"
as determined
from the transmittance-exposure microscopic characteristic curve, is usually
considered to be the linear output which describes the effects of the optical
scattering.5 In practice, the macroscopic characteristic curve is usually used
due to its availability. In the absence of development adjacency effects, the
macroscopic and microscopic characteristic curves should be identical. When
12
development adjacency effects are present, the measured MTF is no longer a
unique representation of the optical scattering within the emulsion. Models
have been devised to characterize just how adjacency effects enter into the
measured
MTF.6
Because of the isotropy of photographic emulsions, point
spread functions of photographic film are rotationally symmetric and
spatially
invariant.7
Due to this symmetry, the MTF is equal to the OTF and
the line spread function can be determined by a single edge exposure of any
angular orientation.
Optical systems such as lenses have quite the opposite problems that
photographic emulsions have. When incoherent radiation is used, the image
plane irradiance is generally linear with respect to the object plane radiance.
However, the point spread function of lenses are often not rotationally
symmetric and are rarely spatially invariant across the entire image plane.
For these reasons, a single edge response measurement is inadequate to
completely characterize the line spread function and OTF of the system. The
MTF is thus dependent on the angular orientation and spatial position of the
image.
Knowledge of the MTF of an imaging system is extremely valuable in
simplifying the mathematics of image formation. Ofeven greater importance,
however, is the application ofMTFmeasurements to the evaluation of images
and imaging systems. Several techniques have been devised to formulate
merit functions which relate characterisics of the MTF curve to the subjective
image quality of a
system.8,9,10 Most of these merit functions provide excellent
correlation over a wide range of commonly occuring MTF curve shapes. Their
13
use can allow a single MTF measurement to replace the tedious subjective
judging of image quality by a large number ofobservers. Accurate,
repeatable





Edge analysis offers what is probably the simplest and quickest
technique of obtaining the MTF of an imaging system. However, two major
categories of edge profile degradation make accurate, repeatable MTF
measurements difficult to obtain. The first category involves changes in the
general shape of the edge response measurement due to the physical
limitations and conditions of the measuring instrument. The second category
of degradation involves the presence of random noise and error in the edge
response measurement due to the statistical nature of radiation and radiation
detectors.
The edge response of an optical system is obtained by scanning the image
of an edge with a rectangular aperture positioned in front of a radiation
detector. The rectangular aperture is of finite width and therefore degrades
the edge response profile. The degraded image is described by the convolution
of the actual edge response function,e(x)with hi(x)
e ix) = eix)*h(x),
(30)
m 1



























= sine nfw '31 1
nfw
Therefore,the measured OTF, Hm(f), of the optical system will be the true OTF
reduced by the factor , Hi(f),
H (f) = H(f)HAf)
i32)
rn. I




A second source of edge profile degradation is misalignment of the
rectangular scanning
aperture.11
Usually, very long and narrow rectangular
apertures are used in order to collect an adequate amount of radiation flux but
still maintain a reasonable frequency response. However, proper alignment
becomes more critical as the length of the aperture is increased. The image of
the edge and the long dimension of the slit should be parallel and the aperture
should be scanned across the image of the edge in a perpendicular direction.





where H2(0 is the OTF ofmisalignment and $ is the angle ofmisalignment in
radians. The longer the aperture length, L, the more sensitive H(f) is to small
changes of <j>. Since the angle ofmisalignment is rarely known for a particular
scan, it is generallymore feasible to take precautions to properly align the slit
beforehand rather than to try to mathematically correct for it later.
A microdensitometer is used to measure the edge response of
photographic film. This instrument basically consists of an illuminating
microscope to illuminate a small portion of the film sample and a pickup
microscope to image a carefully defined area of the sample on a radiation
detector. As the film sample is laterally displaced, the analog signal resulting
from the flux incident on the detector is digitized and stored for future use.
Like the scanning aperture, the microdensitometer has an OTF which is
dependent on the width of the effective aperture on the film sample. However,
since the aperture is imaged on the film sample by a microscope objective, the
OTF is further degraded due to the finite numerical aperture (NA) of the
objective. Focusing of the objective is very critical and even a small amount of
defocus can seriously reduce the measuredMTF: If the microscope objective is
considered to be diffraction limited, in perfect focus, and the aperture in
perfect alignment, the OTF andMTF of themicrodensitometer is given by
^-'(KMf)2)*)
c c c
where H3(f) is the OTF of a diffraction limited lens and fc is the cutoff
17




The actual OTF of a particular microdensitometer setup can be found
experimentally by scanning an object which approximates a perfect edge and
applying edge analysis. The microdensitometer degradation can be corrected
by dividing the Fourier transform of the measured film transmittance-
position edge profile by the microdensitometer OTF and inverse Fourier
transforming,








where jk has been used to symbolize the Fourier transform operator and hc-1 is
the inverse.Fourier transform operator.
In summary, there are fourmajor sources ofdegradation which affect the
general shape of edge response measurements: finite aperture width, finite
numerical aperture of optical components, misalignment, and defocus. The
former two are instrument dependent and repeatable; therefore,
mathematical corrections can be performed to eliminate their effect. The
latter two sources are essentially operator dependent and will vary from
sample to sample. However, by using extreme care, their effects can be
minimized.
18
The second category of edge response degradation is noise which is
embedded in the edge response measurement. Sources of this noise include
the statistical nature of photographic images (i.e. granularity), the quantum
nature of radiation and radiation detectors, electrical noise in the measuring
instrument, vibrations, air currents, roundoff error, and digitization error.
The effect of this noise is to add random error with a positive bias to the
calculated
MTF.12
To demonstrate how this biased error occurs, consider a measured low
contrast edge response which consists of the sum of two components, the true
system edge response and random
"white"
noise which is independent of the
edge response,
e (x) = eix) + nix)
m
Differentiation of (38) yields the measured line spread function as the sum of
the true system line spread function and the derivative of the white noise,
(39)
h (x) - h(x) + n (x).
m
Fourier transformation of (39) and application of the Derivative Theorem of
Fourier transforms yields:
H (f) = Hif) + i2nfN(f)
(40)
m
where <|N(f)|2> is theWeiner spectrum of n(x). Since n(x) is white noise, the
modulus of N(f) is constant with frequency and all phase angles are equally
probable. The modulus of the noise component, | i2nfN(f) |, is a function which
increases linearly with frequency while the modulus of the signal component,
| H(f) |, is the true system
MTF and will generally diminish at higher
19
frequencies. Therefore, the ratio of signal to noise, S/N, will get smaller with
increasing frequency. Thus, the effect of a noisy edge trace is to produce a
noisy, positively biasedMTF, particularly in the higher frequencies.
Since accurate, noise-free MTF values are desirable, it is necessary to
either filter the noise component or somehow compensate for its effect. A
variety ofmethods have been proposed to accomplish this task. Most of these
proposed techniques successfully smooth the noise but also have drawbacks as
well.
Perhaps the simplest technique to improve the S/N is to lengthen the
scanning aperture of the measuring instrument. Theoretically, the longer the
aperture, the greater the S/N will be. Unfortunately.with long apertures, the
required alignment precision is almost impossible to maintain. A related
technique is to widen the scanning aperture. This reduces the frequency
response of the aperture but if the slit width is chosen carefully by using
equation (31) and some knowledge of the cutoff frequency of the system, it is
sometimes possible to filter some of the higher frequency noise without
appreciably effecting the signal.
A second technique to improve the S/N is to obtain the average of several
OTF, MTF, or edge response
curves.13 MTF curves are the easiest to average.
However, the averageMTF will still have a positive bias. A correction can be
made to remove this bias only if the statistical properties of the noise are fully
known. Before it is possible to average OTF curves, the linear phase terms
which are the result of improperly positioning the origin of the spatial domain
must be eliminated. Computing the modulus of the average of many OTF
20
curves will result in a smooth, unbiased MTF curve. By using the addition
theorem of Fourier transforms, averaging edge response curves in the spatial
domain can be shown to be the equivalent of averaging the OTF curves in the
frequency domain. The major drawback to these averaging techniques is that
they require many independent edge traces to converge on the properMTF.
Another proposed noise reduction technique is to convolve the OTF curve
with a suitably shaped smoothing function such as a
Gaussian.14
This
technique assumes that the phase of the noise is changingmuch more rapidly
than the phase of the signal and obtains a weighted moving average. An
equivalent, yet much easier operation to perform is to multiply the noisy
estimate of the line spread function with one of the commonly used window
functions. These functions effectivelyweight the data toward the center of the
line spread function higher than the data out on the tails. The commonly used
procedure of tightly truncating the tails of the line spread function is simply
the application ofa rectangular window function.
A fourth technique to reduce the noise is to convolve the noisy edge
response data or the noisy line spread function with a suitable smoothing
function. The intent of the technique is to filter the noise whose frequency
content is greater than the cutoff frequency of the system being measured.
The use of wide scanning apertures is closely related to this technique.
Functions can be designed which smooth and differentiate the edge response
measurement
simultaneously.15Let es(x) represent the smoothed edge
response obtained by convolving the noisy edge, en(x) with a smoothing
function f(x):
21
e ix) = e * fix)
(41)
Differentiation and use of the Derivative Theorem ofConvolution yields:





i x ) * f i x )
If f(x) is of the form f(x) = sine 2n fcx, then
l
f i x ) =
-
(cos 2nf x - sinc2nf x ) (42)
x
c c
Therefore, the convolution of the edge response function with f(x) results in a
smooth line spread function.
An unrelated technique assumes that the noisy line spread function
consists of a known, smooth analytical function embedded in random noise.
By using nonlinear least squares regression analysis, the parameters which
best fit the analytical model to the data can be determined. The Fourier
transform of this model will be a noise free estimate of the OTF. A recent
extension of this technique consists of estimating the functional parameters
simultaneously in the frequency and spatial
domain.16
This technique shows
unusually good convergence characteristics, even in the presence of
inordinarily noisy line spread function data. A major drawback however, is
that a particular underlying functionalmodelmust be assumed.
Perhaps the most widely used technique is to smooth the edge response
data by
hand.17
Generally a drafting tool called a draftsman's spline is
utilized to manually draw a smooth curve through the data which best
22
represents the shape of the edge response measurement. The smooth curve is
then sampled, numerically differentiated, and Fourier transformed to obtain a
relatively smooth estimate of the OTF. However, hand smoothing is time
consuming and has been shown to be erratic and capable of introducing
sizable errors which can result in erroneousMTF values.18
A technique which would appear to combine the good points and avoid
the bad points of both the regression analysis and hand smoothing techniques
is to fit the edge response data with least squares cubic splines. These splines,
which will be discussed in more detail in the next section, mathematically
simulate what a person using a draftsman's spline does mentally and
manually. The result is a smooth analytical function which has continuous
derivatives but does not require the assumption of any particular underlying
model. Conveniently, the form of the spline function is such that the OTF can
be calculated without using a time consuming numerical Fourier transform.
23
Cubic Splines
Spline functions were discovered about 1946 in an attempt to obtain
smooth approximations from empirical tables.19 They have since proven to
have highly desirable characteristics as approximating, interpolating, and
curve fitting functions. Like manymathematical techniques, spline functions
were dependent on the development and accessibility of dependable, high
speed computing facilities to be of any practical value. The 1960's was a
decade during which the major work on splines was of a theoretical nature. In
contrast, the 1970's were a period of application of spline functions to many
diverse types ofproblems.
Many people have utilized spline functions without realizing it. The
linear interpolation performed by high school trigonometry students to obtain
intermediate values from trig function tables is merely an application of first
order polynomial splines. This paper will be concerned with third order
polynomial splines or as they are commonly called, cubic splines. These
splines consist of cubic polynomials which have been fit to segments of the
data so as to obtain a smooth curve with continuous first and second
derivatives over the extent of the data.
Two basic types of cubic splines are in use; the exact fitting cubic spline
is used to force the spline function through each and every data point while
the least squares cubic spline is used to smooth noisy data. Following the
same basic approach given in reference [20], the exact fitting cubic spline will
24
be derived first and this result will be used to show how a least squares cubic
spline can be calculated from noisy data. The notation used in these
derivations is listed in Table 1.
Exact Fitting Cubic Splines
The derivation begins by defining a mesh of knot positions xk;
(k=l,2,3,...n) over the interval [a,b] such that a = x, <x.,<x...<x =b. In the
1 1 J n
case of an exact fitting spline, these knots correspond to the abscissa values of
the error free data points through which the spline is to pass. yk is the
ordinate value associated with each knot position, xk. The second derivative of
the spline function, Sk"(x) will be a linear function that interpolates between
the second derivatives at the knot positions, xk andxk + 1, (see Figure 1),
{xk +X~x) (X* + 1-X)
<
. (43)
Skix)=mk 1 +mk + l 1






By integrating (43) twice and utilizing the initial conditions that Sk(xk)
= y. and Sk(xk+1) =yk+1 to evaluate the constants
of integration, the results:
~mk ? mk + l ,2 yk + l~yk kk . N (44)
k * *
and
Sk(x) = ^+i-x) +i^r(x-^ +lir--r->-v
k *
Table 1. Notation for Spline Functions
x value ofcontinuous independent variable
xk position of the k-th knot (k = 1,2,3,.. .,n)
n number ofknot positions
yk ordinate value ofspline at xk
yk'
first derivative of spline at xk
mk second derivative of spline at xk
hk distance between knots xk and xk+ .
S(x) composite spline function between knots xt and xn
Sk(x) valueof spline at x; xk
< x < xk + 1
Sk'(x) first derivative ofSk(x) at x
Sk"(x) second derivative ofSk(x) at x
c3 k coefficient
of cubic term ofSk(x)
c2 k
coefficient of quadratic term ofSk(x)
cx k
coefficient of linear term ofSk(x)
c0 k
constant term of Sk(x)
Y vector of all yk
M vector of all mk






\+l x , xn-1 n
S'(x)
S"(x)







are obtained where mk and mk+1, the second derivatives of the spline at xk and
xk + i respectively, are the only unknown quantities necessary to be able to
evaluate Sk(x).
Another constraint on the spline function is that it have smooth,
continuous first derivatives at the knot positions. Thus, it is required that the
slope of S(xk) as approached from the left of xk is the same as the slope of
S(xk)as approached from the right of xk:
Utilizing (44) for the interval xk_L
< x < xk,
For the interval xk
< x < xk+ L ,
-mk 2 bk+i-yJ \ , s (47)
Equating (46) and (47) and collecting the unknown m's on one side of the
equation yields:




Equation (48) exists for each internal knot xk; (k = 2,3,4,. ..,n-l). Thus,
n-2 independent equations have been identified to calculate the n unknown
values of mk and two other independent equations are necessary to have
a
complete system of equations. A standard technique often utilized is to
assume that S(x) has no curvature at the endpoints. That is.
m,
= m = 0
1 n
This yields the following system ofequations in mk ( k
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Back substituting the appropriate m's into (45) and collecting terms
yields the spline function of the form:
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where
c . i 3 , f (52 1
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When using cubic splines, the two major variables which control the
quality of the fit of the spline are the number of knots and the location of the
knots. There are no strict rules as to where the knots should be located except
that they should encompass regions of the data where the second derivative
can be approximated by a straight line. This often corresponds with relative
minimas, relative maximas, and points
of inflection. There also appear to be
no strict rules concerning howmany knots should be used. Too few knots will
cause the spline function to render too smooth an approximation of the data.
On the other hand, utilizing too many knots can cause the spline function to
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oscillate unnecessarily as well as make the number of required calculations
unprofitably large.
Least Squares Cubic Spline
Data acquired from physical processes is often veiled with significant
amounts of noise or error. Consequently, when sampling from a process g(x),
the data actually acquired is the sum of the underlying plus random noise or
error which is assumed to have an average value of zero. Thus,
dix ) g ix. )+ e
Because the data values are not exact, it would be unreasonable to force the
spline function through each data point, d(x(). In fact, it would generally be
desirable for the spline function, S(x), to smooth over the noise and error
component and approximate only the nature of g(x). If properly used, a least
squares cubic splinemight be able to do this.
The basic concept in calculating a least squares cubic spline is to choose a
set of appropriate knot positions, xk, and to utilize the entire data set to
calculate the value of the ordinates, yk, which will yield the exact fitting
spline function that renders the minimum mean squared deviation about the
data for that particular set of knots. The number of data points, N, must be
larger than the number of knot positions, n. The following is a derivation of
the least squares cubic spline for a given set of fixed knot positions xk
(k = 1,2,3,..., n) which follows a technique presented in reference [20].
Rearranging (45),
Sk(x) = mk









This can be written in the form:


























where P = 6 A _1B.








= m = 0
Substituting for them's in (54),
n






wkAyk 'xk*x<xk + i
(5?)
For any value x, xk s x < xk+1 , the value of the spline at x, Sk(x), can be
rewritten in thematrix form,
S = ZY (58)
where S is a vector of spline values S(x), Z is amatrix ofcoefficients of the y.'s,
and Y is a vector ofordinate values at the knots, y.. Notice that both S and Y
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are unknown vectors. The data vector D is assumed to be the sum of the vector
ofdesired spline values plus an error vector, E. Thus,
Substituting into (58)
D = S + E
and S = D - E
D - E = ZY



















Since (57) is linear in parameters, yv y2,...yn. and if the elements of the error
vector, E, can be assumed to be uncorrelated, have zero mean, and a constant
variance, the least squares estimate of the parameters can be written2l
Y = (ZZ)~lZD
(61)
Once Y has been found, it can be utilized in (51) to solve for M. Back
substituting the appropriate m's into (52) will yield the cubic polynomial
spline function S(x) which, for a given set ofknot positions, is the least square
cubic spline estimate of the data.
As in all curve fitting techniques, it is desirable to examine how well the
predicted curve fits the actual data. The Y vector found in (61) can be utilized
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The vector of residuals, E =D-S, can be examined in a variety ofways to detect
any systemmatic lack of fit. This information can be useful in the
determination ofwhat changes should be made in the location and the number
ofknots.
An example from reference [20] graphically shows the power of the least
square cubic spline. In Figure 2, 238 noisy Nuclear Magnetic Resonance data
values have been approximated by a least squares cubic spline with 10 knots.
The spline function appears to have successfully smoothed the noise while
maintaining the general nature of the function. The similarities between
Figure 2 and a noisy edge trace exhibiting development adjacency effects
conjure up thoughts that the least square cubic spline might very well be an
excellent smoothing technique applicable to edge analysis. The next section
will cover the derivations and assumptions used to
apply- least square cubic
splines to the analysis ofedges.
Figure 2. Least Squares Cubic Spline Example NMRData
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Application ofLeast Square Cubic Splines to Edge Analysis
The basic characteristics of a least square cubic spline make it appear to
be an excellent smoothing technique for edge response measurements.
Although the spline consists of segmented cubic polynomials, it is calculated
in such a way that a smooth, continuous curve is obtained over the entire
range of the data. Unlike most analytical functions, the spline can adapt to
local variations which might be encountered in the edge response
measurement. The smoothness of the spline can be controlled by the number
of knots utilized and where the knots are located. One of the most desirable
features of the cubic spline is that its first derivative is also a smooth function.
If a least square cubic spline is fit to edge response data, the first derivative of
the spline will be a smooth estimate of the line spread function of the system.
By Fourier transforming the first derivative of the spline, an estimate of the
MTF of the system can be obtained.
MTF's From Cubic Splines
One of the advantages of using cubic splines to fit edges is that the
discrete data collected from the measuring device is converted into a smooth
continuous function. It is therefore possible to work mathematicallywith the
smooth function rather than the discrete data. The Fourier transform of the
derivative of the spline function will be the OTF of the system. Since S(x) is
really composed of




































S'(x) is not yet in an easily transformable form and (65) would involve
the evaluation of3(n-l) complex integrals. Each subsequent differentiation of
(63) reduces the order of the polynomial ineach segment. The derivative
theorem ofFourier transforms states:
If ac gix) G(f)
then ac >n(x) = (i2nf)nG(f)
Therefore, since from (65),
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HC S ix) H(f)
then jk s (x: = i2nfH(f)
HC S (. = (.2n/V H(f)
and ik S (x) (. 2 n/T H(f) '66)
These relationships are depicted in Figure 3.
Since S(x) consists of segments of cubic polynomials, S""(x) consists of a Dirac
delta function located at each knot position xk whose amplitude is six times
the difference of the cubic coefficient of the adjacent segments. That is,
if Sk(x) =
n ,+c, ,x+c ,x -re. ,x ; x
< x < x
0 ,k 1 ,k 2, ft 3 ,k k k + l
) ; otherwise




Figure 3. Derivation ofSplineMTF
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The OTF is dependent only on the position of the knots and the coefficients
of
the cubic terms between each knot.
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The line spread function estimate, S'(x), was not normalized to have unit
area. Therefore, the MTFmust be normalized to uniity at f= 0
mn
MTF = Mif) =
H(0)
(70)
Since ft appears in the denominator of (69), H(0) exists only in the limit as f
approaches zero. H(0) is the area under the line spread function and can be
calculated by performing the closed form integration ofS'.x)
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An even easier technique is to utilize the fact that
mo) = S (x) dx = S(xn)-S(x1) = ya-yl
(71)
(72)
which corresponds to the difference of the ordinates of the spline at the end
knots. The closer these values are to the upper and lower DC values of the









Notice that (73) is a continuous function of frequency, f, and can be evaluated
at any frequency of interest. Therefore , the least square cubic spline not only
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extracts a smooth signal, it does it in such a way that the MTF of the system
that produced the edge is easily transformable.
End Constraints
One of the constraints made in the derivation of the exact fitting cubic
spline is that the spline was to have zero curvature at the endpoints. Other
end constraints might be more appropriate for application to edges.
Considering the general shape of edge response functions, it seems reasonable
that the slope of the spline should be zero at the extreme knot positions. A
third possible combination is to constrain the slope and curvature to be zero at
the extreme knot locations.
By contraining the slope of the least squares cubic spline to be zero at the
end knot locations, the spline should level off to what is hopefully the proper
asymptote to each end of the curve. The values of the ordinates at the end
knot position, yt and yn, should be good, least square estimates of the DC
levels on both sides of the edge. The quantity, yn-y1( should also be an
excellent estimate of the area under the line spread function which is
necessary to properly normalize theMTF.
The zero curvature constraints have been previously derived in
equations (53) (62). The zero slope constraint and the zero curvature and
slope contraints will now be derived.
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In the zero curvature derivation, n-2 equations requiring continuous
slopes at the internal knots were derived and the two additional constraints
were thatm. = 0 and mn = 0, thereby completing the n required equations. To
constrain the slope to be zero at the end knots require the application of
equation (44) for each end.
For the left end knot
S1(x)=---,x2-r) . (x-xt) +-Y---(B.2-l)
Setting
2/i. 2 2 ft. 1 /.. 6
S.(x) =0





The analogous equation for the right end yields the constraint that







For a least square cubic spline with four knots, the system of equations would
be
r
2\ \ 0 0
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Substituting this new formulation ofM into (57) and continuing through (62)
yields the least square cubic spline with the desired constraints that the slope
be zero at the external knots.
The third combination to be derived involves setting the slope and















Similarly, for k = n- 1














Thus, specifying the slope and curvature at the endpoints also defines the
curvature at the internally adjacent knots.
One of the benefits of this added constraint is to simplify the calculation
of the vectorM in (51). Knowing the value ofm2 in terms ofyt and y2 reduces
the equations to a form which can be solved forM by simple substitution:
b3 C3


















where the a's, b's, e's, d's, and e's are constants defined by the knot positions.





















Thus, the m^'s can be obtainedwithout amatrix inversion.
Substitution of M into (57) and continuing through equation (62) yields a
spline with zero slope and curvature at the endpoints.
KnotLocations
The ability of a least squares cubic spline to extract the smooth signal
from edge response data is basically dependent on only two variables; the
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number ofknots utilized and where these knots are located According to most
authors, the proper selection of knot locations is an art rather than a science.
The actual calculation of the optimal knot positions which produce the
"best"
spline fit is an extremely subjective and complicated, nonlinear
problem. However, an iterative algorithm exists which can sometimes be
utilized to find an improved set ofknot locations.23 Starting with an initial set
of knot positions, each internal knot is sequentially moved, searching for the
position between the two adjacent knots which minimizes the mean squared
error of the entire spline. Because of interactions between the knots, several
sweeps of the knot optimization are necessary for the the technique to
converge. The closer the initial knot set is to being the optimal set, the more
likely this technique will converge to the absolute best location for the knots.
The algorithm has several potential shortcomings. There exists a possibility
that the algorithm described will converge to a local minima rather than the
global minima. Furthermore, the algorithm only attempts to optimize the
locations of the internal knots. The external knot positions are not altered.
Lastly, there is some question as to what what function, when minimized
yields the best estimate of the MTF. It therefore seems prudent to utilize
some of the information known about the general nature of edges and devise a
rationale for knot locations which is consistantwith that information.
The number of knots utilized can be regarded as a high frequency filter.
For the sake of illustration, assume that the knots are equally spaced. Too few
knots will cause the spline to be overly rigid and it will be unable to follow the
actual shape of the edge profile. Thus, the spline would smooth over the
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details of the edge as well as the noise. Such a spline would underestimate the
true systemMTF. This condition might be analogous to the convolution of the
data with a smoothing function whose width is too large. In the other
extreme, too many knots will allow the spline to be excessively flexible. Not
only will it fit the edge, it will fit the noise. The MTF will then be
overestimated much the same as if the noisy data had been transformed
directly without smoothing. It follows that it is most desirable to use the
fewest number of knots which will just allow an adequate representation of
the edge response function.
The knots need not be equally spaced, however. The optimal set of knot
locations, whatever it may be, might allow the spline to follow the nature of
the edge response with fewer knots than an arbitrarily determined equally
spaced set of knots. To determine the optimal position of each knot, we must
look at the nature of the spline. As shown in Figure 1, the second derivative of
a cubic spline is a polygon with vertices at the knot locations and is usually
constrained to zero at the end knots. Intuitively, the optimal knot locations
should encompass regions of the data where the curvature can be
approximated by a linear function.
Conveniently, most imaging systems have line spread functions which
are very similar in their general shape.
In many cases, they can be
adequately represented as a
cumulative Gaussian function with a variable
width parameter, o. If the image of the edge is the
final product of a number of
linear imaging system components, each with its
own line spread function,
then by the Central Limit theorem ,the
system line spread function will
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approach being Gaussian regardless of the shape of each component's line
spread function. A cumulative Gaussian might therefore be considered to be
the "universal
edge."
The optimal knot locations for such an edge should
enclose regions of the edge where the curvature can be approximated by a
straight line. Therefore, ifS(x) is to approximate
'7
1 / X
eix) = h(x ) dx
o(2n
i* J




then S"(x) should approximate
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Figure 4 shows the cumulative Gaussian edge, e(x), and its derivatives.
The straight, dotted lines on e"(x) represent what S"(x) would look like if
knots were placed at x= -3o, -lo, lo, and 3o. Thus, it appears that as few as
four knotsmight be adequate to represent a cumulativeGaussian edge.
The experimental portion of this research will be to implement the
algorithms derived above and to evaluate their performance using simulated
edge data.
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The experimental activity consisted of the implementation of the
previously discussed theory into viable computer programs which were then
used to analyze simulated data. The program development was comprised of
several discrete stages, each followed by analysis which was used to help
define the next experimental stage. During each stage, various test programs
were written to debug and verify proper implementation of the algorithms.
Several FORTRAN subroutines written by other organizations were
utilized during the course of this investigation. A list of these routines and
their source appears inAppendixA
The first application of cubic splines to simulated edges utilized IMSL
subroutines ICSFKU and ICSVKU to calculate the least square cubic spline
and find the
"optimum"
knot positions respectively. These routines
constrained the spline to have zero curvature at the extreme external knot
positions. Several subroutines were written to facilitate the use of the IMSL
routines. Subroutine ISPLVALUE was written to calculate the value of the
fitted spline at any abscissa location along the spline. ISPLFT was developed
to calculate the value of the Fourier transform of the first derivative of the
spline at any spatial frequency.
ISPLEVAL and ISPLFREQ were written to
evaluate the quality of the fit in the spatial
domain and frequency domain
respectively. A main program, IMSLTEST, was written to call the various
subroutines to generate simulated edge data, fit the data with a least square
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cubic spline, evaluate the fit, find the
"optimum"
knot positions and evaluate
the cubic spline produced using the hybrid knot set. Noisy and noise free
cumulative Gaussian edges were fit to evaluate the performance of the IMSL
spline techniques applied to edges.
Based on the problems that the IMSL spline routine had in fitting noisy
data, a more constrained spline appeared necessary. Subroutine KNOT4 was
developed to fit edge data with a four knot least square cubic spline with the
constraints that the slope and curvature must be zero at the external knots.
The algorithm followed the derivation previously developed in equations (76) -
(77). KNOT4 was tested using a noise free, cumulative Gaussian edge.
To alleviate the lack of fit demonstrated by KNOT4, different end
constraints were derived. Subroutine SPL2Z was developed to produce a least
square cubic spline with the constraint that the slope be zero at the external
knots, following the derivation previously developed in equations (74)-(75).
Additionally, the subroutine was written to enable the inclusion of data
outside the extreme knots in a least square calculation of the upper and lower
linear segments of the the edge profile. SPLFTZ was written to calculate the
Fourier transform of the first derivative of the spline produced by SPL2Z.
SPLVALZ was developed to return the value of the SPL2Z produced spline at
any abscissa value. Source listings ofSPL2Z, the supporting subroutines, and
a representative calling program are
included in Appendix B.
SPL2Z was initially analyzed using cumulative Gaussian edges with and
without additive noise. To more fully evaluate SPL2Z, more spread function
shapes were required. Seven analytical spread function shapes were selected.
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Each spread function model was parameterized to have an area of 1, a
standard deviation of o, and a center of gravity at 0. The analytical edge
response of each model was determined and programmed into a subroutine
EDGEGEN. Uncorrelated, pseudo-random normal noise added to the edge
was included as an option of EDGEGEN. For comparison to the spline MTF
estimates, the analytical Fourier Transforms of the seven line spread function
models were determined and coded into subroutine ANALFT. Appendix C
contains the formulae for the seven line spread function models and source
listings for EDGEGEN and ANALFT.
The sensitivity of the zero slope MTF estimates to noisy data was tested
using signal to noise ratios (S/N) of 40:1, 20:1, 10:1, 5:1, and 2.5:1 with each of
the seven edge models. For each edge model / noise combination, 100 edges
were simulated, fit with SPL2Z, and Fourier transformed using SPLFTZ. The
mean and standard deviation of the MTF estimates were calculated over a
range of relevant frequencies for each combination.
For purposes ofcomparison, program DERFT was written to perform the
standard derivative - discrete Fourier transform technique. The same edge
models / noise combinations used in testing SPL2Z were utilized to benchmark




The first group of experiments centered around evaluating the
application of IMSL least square cubic spline routines to edges. The two
routines, one for fixed knots and the other for variable knots performed very
well with noise free, cumulative Gaussian edges. Expermentation showed
that four knots, when properly positioned, could very closely approximate a
cumulative Gaussian edge. The
"optimum"
set of four knots produced by
ICSVKU were located at 3.00a and 0.83o. This set of four knots produced
very good fits to both the edge data and the MTF data. The RMS error and
maximum error in both the spatial and frequency domains are displayed in
Table 2.
RMS Error Max Error
Edge Estimate .00036 .0007
MTF Estimate .0028 .005
Table 2. IMSL Fit to Noise Free Gaussian Edge
When noise was added to the edge, the IMSL spline performance suffered
dramatically. Figure 5 is a typical example of the edge fits that resulted.
Using the fixed knot routine and the
optimal knot set for noise free data, the
spline would often flip up or down at the end knots to better fit the noise at the
first and last few data values. This erratic behavior at the ends greatly
distorted the MTF estimates. The variable knot
program produced lower RMS
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Figure 5. IMSL Fit to NoisyGaussian Edge
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error estimates in the edge domain but tended to be even more erratic in terms
of edge shape than the fixed knot routine. The internal knots tended to
congregate around the largest noise value. In general, the IMSL splines were
capable of fitting the noise at the expense of the overall edge shape.
Based upon the IMSL results, KNOT4 was developed to constrain the
slope and curvature to be zero at the end knots. However, KNOT4 was never
successful in fitting noise free, cumulative Gaussian edges. The system was
obviously overconstrained. Figure 6 shows a KNOT4 spline fit to a noise free,
cumulative Gaussian edge. The fit characteristics for the edge are displayed






Table 3. KNOT4 Fit to Noise Free Gaussian Edge
SPL2Z was developed next to constrain only the slope at the extreme
knots to be zero. Although not as good at fitting noise free, cumulative
Gaussian edges as IMSL, the errors were still quite small. Figure 7 is an
example of the SPL2Z fit to the edge and Figure 8 is theMTF estimate. The fit
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Figure 7. SPL2Z Fit to Noise Free GaussianEdge
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FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
SPLINE ACTUAL



















































































































































































































Figure 8. SPL2Z MTF Estimate
for Gaussian Edge
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The SPL2Z fit to the seven noise free analytical edges show that the
3.0o,0.8o knot position spline could adapt to reasonable variations in the
edge profile. However, it did have problems with edges that had
discontinuous slopes such as the RIGHT TRIANGLE and RECTANGLE or
edges that exibited infinite slope such as EMODX. The fit characteristics for
these seven edge models are given in Table 5 and the edge and MTF profiles
appear in Appendix D.
Spread Function
Model









GAUSSIAN .001 .003 .006 .014
TRIANGLE .003 .008 .020 .026
RAISED COSINE .004 .008 .014 .030
SINC**2 .009 .016 .039 .101




RIGHT TRIANGLE .024 .094 .100 .175
Table 5. SPL2Z Fit to Noise Free Edges
In the presence of noise, SPL2Z still appeared to maintain the
appearance of an edge. Figure 9 is an example of an SPL2Z fit to the same
noisy, Gaussian edge previously fit by the IMSL spline shown in Figure 5.
The next experiment provided estimates for the MTF bias and standard
deviation as a function of frequency for the 35 edgemodel / noise
Figure 9. SPL2Z Fit to NoisyGaussian Edge
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combinations. The bias of the average spline MTF was very low except in the
rather extreme 2.5 S/N case. Figure 10 summarizes the results for the
cumulative Gaussian edge.
To evaluate the variability of the spline MTF estimate, the ratio of the
standard deviation of the derivative-transform technique to the standard
deviation of the spline MTF was calculated as a function of frequency and
input noise level. Table 6 shows the improvement ratios pooled from the
GAUSSIAN, TRIANGLE, RAISED COSINE, and SINC**2 edge results
evaluated at the frequencies where the true MTF =




















.025 4.1 1.4 1.6 2.3 2.5
.05 4.3 1.6 1.7 2.3 2.7
.10 4.1 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.6
.20 6.1 1.5 2.3 3.2 4.7
.40 95 20 27 31 76
Table 6. SPL2Z Improvement Ratio over Deriv.-Transform Tech.
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Research is analogous to the act of peeling on onion. As the outer most
layer is peeled away, the next layer of the onion is revealed Many layers need
to be removed before the heart of the onion is reached. This project has peeled
away only the top few layers of the onion. Like any good piece of research, it
has answered a few questions and raisedmany more questions concerning the
next layers of the onion.
Three major layers of the onion have been identified during this project.
They are the viability of using splines in edge analysis, the possible range of
constraints which can be placed on splines, and the realization that many




The first layer of the onion was the demonstration that least square
cubic splines with zero slope at the external knots are a viable technique to
obtain the MTF of an imaging system. The constraint of zero slope at the
external knots was necessary to generate splines which resemble typical
edges and have bounded first derivatives. The first derivative of the spline,
the estimate of the system line spread function, must have no artificial
discontinuities at the extreme knots for the finite Fourier integral of the
spline between the external knots to closely approximate the infinite Fourier
integral of the underlying function.
With the properly selected number of knots and knot positions, the
spline technique developed in this project very successfully approximated
typical edge response functions and produced very reasonable MTF estimates.
The MTF estimates are from a continuous function of frequency which can be
evaluated at any frequency of interest. No discrete FFT, with its associated
rules concerning spatial resolution, frequency resolution, and number of
sampled values, is required.
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Spline Constraints
The second layer of the onion was the acquired perspective that to
control and improve the performance of the spline technique, various
assumptions have to be made about the nature of the edge. Appropriate
constraints can then be placed on the spline calculation to exploit the
assumptions. Furthermore, these spline constraints can be thought of as
belonging to a continuum of edge shape constraints which includes the




















FIGURE 12 Edge Shape Constraint Continuum
Figure 12 depicts a continuum of edge shape constraint. As more
assumptions are made concerning the edge shape, more constraint can be
placed on the shape of the edge. To the far left, the derivative transform
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technique requires no assumptions be made about the edge, places no
constraint on the shape of the edge, but for noisy edges yields the noisiestMTF
estimates. At the other extreme, the exact functional form is assumed, the
edge is constrained to conform exactly to the least square fit of the functional
form, and if the assumptions made are correct, very good MTF estimates are
obtained from noisy edges. 16
The least square cubic spline techniques developed in this project occupy
the intermediate region of the continuum. Assumptions were made
concerning the general edge shape but the nature of the cubic spline gave it
the flexibility to deviate somewhat from the assumed shape. The more
flexibility allowed, the more noise the spline was capable of fitting. It follows
that the quality of the least square cubic spline MTF estimate should be better
than the derivative transform technique but not as good as the functional
form fitting technique.
The SPL2Z 3o, .8o spline knot set evaluated in this study was
developed by assuming that 1) four knots were adequate to represent a cubic
spline fit to an edge, 2) the edges of interest could be closely approximated by a
cumulative Gaussian edge, and 3) that the location and spread (o) of the edge
were known. From these assumptions, the 3o, .8o spline knot set was
developed to minimize the RMS deviation between the spline and a noise free,
cumulative Gaussian edge. The 3o,.8o spline knot set should not be
regarded as the final answer to the optimum spline for fitting edges. Rather,
it is an example of a process by which future spline constraints can be derived.
The more knowledge that is known about the nature of the edge response
measurements to be analyzed, the more the spline can be encouraged to seek
out the underlying function and disregard the undesirable noise. Additional
assumptions and constraints might be imposed on the spline which would
yield improved MTF estimates. Two possible constraints are recommended
for future exploration.
If appropriate, the spline might be constrained to be monotonically
increasing as it fits the edge. The line spread functions of many imaging
systems do not have negative lobes and therefore will have monotonically
increasing edge responses. An algorithm for the calculation of monotonic
cubic splines is given in reference [24].
Another assumption that might be imposed on the spline is that the
calculated spline be symmetrical about the center of the edge. The line spread
functions ofmany imaging systems are symmetrical, which therefore produce
symmetrical edge response functions. This constraint could be achieved by
modification of the least square cubic spline derivation shown in equations
(53) (62).
The development of the proper constraints for a particular situation help
guide the spline to find the underlying function and disregard the undesirable
noise. Because of the nature of the spline calculation, the constrained, least
square cubic spline can be thought of as a matched, yet adaptive nonlinear
filter.
Design of the Optimum Spline
The third layer of the onion has only been superficially scratched. It
pertains to the various decisions and tradeoffs which must be made to design
the
"optimal"
spline technique for a given set ofcircumstances.
The objective of edge analysis is to produce the best possible MTF
estimates from the edge data. After the appropriate constraints discussed in
the last section have been applied to the spline calculation, only the number of
knots and their locations remain to be optimized. It therefore seems
reasonable that the knots should be positioned to produce the optimal MTF
estimates for the type of data that is to be expected. With some assumptions
about the edge shape, the S/N expected to be encountered, and a merit
function describing the goodness of an MTF estimate, a computer simulation
can be used to find the optimum locations of the knots. The optimization
might use one of the commonly available subroutines to find the minimum of
a function ofmultiple variables, such as the IMSL routine ZXMIN. The knot
positions which yield the optimal MTF will likely be a function of the noise
level encountered on the edge.
The definition of the optimum MTF estimate is strongly dependent on
how the MTF is to be used. At times, a minimally biased estimate is required
while at other times the stability of the MTF estimate is most important. The
knot positions which produce the minimum biasmay not be the knot positions
which produce the minimum variability. Therefore, a tradeoff beween MTF
bias and MTF variability must be made. Often times, only the MTF within a
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band of frequencies is of interest. To develop the optimum spline, a merit
function defining the
"goodness"
of any MTF bias and MTF variability
combination within the bandpass of interest must be developed for each
specific application.
The 3o,.8o spline developed and evaluated in this study was
optimized to fit a noise free, cummulative gaussian edge, not to produce
optimal MTF estimates from noisy, cumulative Gaussian edges. The knot
positions for the two optimizations will likely be different. In retrospect, this
would appear to be amajor weakness of the + 3o, .80 spline
CONCLUSION
Least square cubic splines have been shown to be a viable technique for
the calculation of MTF estimates from edge response measurements. These
splines comprise an entirely new class of techniques for MTF estimation. In
its most constrained form, the spline technique should approach the
characteristics of the exact functional form fitting technique. In its least
constrained form, the spline technique should approach the characteristics of
the derivative-transform technique ofMTF estimation. There exists no single
optimum spline configuration for edge analysis. Rather, the technique should
be tailored to suit the needs and expectations of the edge analysis to be
performed.
The performance of one particular spline configuration was analyzed in
detail. A four knot, 3o,.8o spline was developed to optimally fit a noise
free, cumulative Gaussian edge. The ability of this spline to fit edges of a
variety ofother spread
function shapes is shown in Table 5. The performance
of the 3o, .80 spline in estimatingMTF's from very noisy data is promising.
The MTF estimates were relatively unbiased and typically displayed 2x 4x
less variability than the commonly used
derivative-transform technique.
Some of the variability improvement must be attributed to the fact that
the center and standard deviation(o) of the simulated data was known and
utilized in positioning the spline relative to the noisy data. To apply the
technique to real edge data, some means of estimating the center and
standard deviation of the edge must be provided. To the extent that this
estimation process does not exactly produce the center and standard deviation
of the edge, the variability of the spline MTF estimate must surely increase.
Recommendations
This project has established the existence of a new technique to calculate
the MTF from edge response profiles. Much more exploration is required to
fully understand the capabilities and limitations of the technique.
It is believed that least square cubic splines span the continuum between
the derivative-transform technique and the exact functional form fitting
technique. This should provide some fertile ground for future research
projects. The 3o, .8o spline was only a mildly constrained spline which
exhibited the ability to conform to a variety
of non-Gaussian edge shapes. If
appropriate, many more constraints
might also be placed on the spline. An
additional constraint might require that the spline be monotonically
increasing between the extreme
knots. Another constraintmight require that
the calculated spline be symmetrical about the
center of the edge. Even more
extreme constraints are undoubtedly
possible. Constraints which approach
forcing the spline to conform
to exact functional shapes should be explored.
to
Moving towards the other extreme, the effects of using more and more knots
needs to be quantified. A comparison between an exact fitting cubic spline
and the derivative-transform technique might reveal subtle differences in
MTF estimates.
The spline techniques developed in this project were tested utilizing
simulated data which was created by adding uncorrelated, constant variance
noise to a smooth, analytical edge profile. Future work is suggested to
understand and quantify the sensitivity of the spline technique to these
assumptions. Since most noise is correlated to some degree, the effect of
correlated noise on the spline MTF estimate should be explored. Weighted
least squares estimation is suggested for edges displaying non-constant noise
variance across the edge.
Subroutine SPL2Z was developed to be as general and understandable as
possible. For specific applications, it may be possible to the improve the
computational speed and reduce the storage requirements of the algorithm.
Several storage arrays could be reused after they have been used to calculate
intermediate results. The implications of equally spaced data and
proportionally spaced knots might
yield significant simplifications in the
spline calculation. Furthermore, the necessity of using double precision
arithmetic needs to be explored.




how it is applied to real data is recommended.
A stable algorithm for properly
positioning the
spline relative to the noisy edge data needs to be developed
and its effect on the spline MTF
estimate needs to be analyzed. Such an
algorithm might iteratively attempt to find the center and spread parameters
which yield the best spline fit to the noisy data. The objective of edge analysis
is to produce the best possible MTF estimate from the edge data. Therefore, a
measure of edge fit needs to be developed which, when minimized, will
statistically yield the optimumMTF estimate.
The recommended explorations should yield a more complete definition
of the
"optimal"
spline for a specific edge analysis application. A tradeoff
appears to exist between the robustness of the least square cubic spline
technique and the quality of the MTF estimate. Increasingly strong
assumptions made to maximize the quality of the MTF estimate should
inversely affect the applicability of the technique to generic edges. Care
should always be taken that the assumptions made to optimize a particular
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Subroutines used in this thesis written by other organizations:
IMSL SUBROUTINES:
ICSFKU - fixed knot least square cubic spline
ICSVKU - variable knot least square cubic spline
IBM SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINES:
DMINV - double precision matrix inversion
GAUSS pseudo-random normal deviate generator
NDTR approximation to cumulative gaussian
RANDU uniform pseudo-random number generator
EASTMAN KODAK SUBROUTINE
LINREG performs
(XX)1 X'Y least square calculation
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APPENDIX B
Edge model formulas and source listing for simulated edges
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Line Spread Function Name: RECTANGLE









where w = 12
2
a




















a) Area under line spread
function = 1.
b) standard deviation of line spread
function = ox
c) Center of gravity of line
spread function = 0.
Line Spread Function Name: TRIANGLE
Line Spread Function Formula:
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- w < x < 0




where w 6 a
ITYPE for use in EDGEGEN and ANALFT: 2
ResultingEdge Formula:
eix)

















1.0 x s w





a) Area under line
spread function = 1.
b) standard deviation
of line spread function
=
ax
c) Center of gravity
of line spread function
= 0.
Line Spread Function Name: RIGHT TRIANGLE
Line Spread Function Formula:
84
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where w = 1 8
2
o























a) Area under lien
spread function = 1.
b) standard deviation of
line spread function = ax
c) Center ofgravity
of line spread function
= 0.
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Line Spread Function Name: EMODX




where w = 2 a



















1 +2 n / o
Notes:
a) Area under line spread
function = 1.
b) Standard deviation of line spread
function = ox
c) Center of gravity of line
spread function = 0.
Line Spread Function Name: RAISED COSINE
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Line Spread Function Formula:
h(x) =
1 1





- < x <
2 2
otherwise
ihere w = 5.5323189.0






+ + sin 2 n x






















a) Area under line
spread function = 1.
b) Standard deviation
of line spread function
=
ox
c) Center of gravity
of line spread function
= 0.
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Line Spread Function Name: GAUSSIAN
Line Spread Function Formula:
1 2 V o /
h(x)= e
(2n)ia_










Fourier Transform ofLine Spread Function:
- 2 n a /
mn = e
Notes:
a) Area under line spread function
= 1.
b) Standard deviation of line spread function
=
ox
c) Center ofgravity of line spread
function = 0.
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Line Spread Function Name: SINC2
Line Spread Function Formula:




where w = 6


















a) Area under line spread function = 1.
b) Standard deviation of line spread function is undefined.
c) Center ofgravity of line spread function
= 0.
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SUBROUTINE EDGEGEN( I TYPE , DX , ISEED , SIGMA , ND , X , Y )
C SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE SIMULATED EDGE RESPONSE
C MEASUREMENTS.
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH AUGUST 1979
C
C EDGE PROFILES REPRESENTING SEVEN ANALYTICAL
C LINE SPREAD FUNCTIONS (LSF) ARE AVAILBLE BY
C CALLING EDGEGEN WITH ITYPE =
C 1 FOR RECTANGLE LSF
C 2 FOR TRIANGLE LSF
C 3 FOR RIGHT TRIANGLE LSF
C 4 FOR EMODX LSF
C 5 FOR RAISED COSINE LSF
C 6 FOR GAUSSIAN LSF
C OR 7 FOR SINC**2 LSF
C
C LINE SPREAD FUCTIONS HAVE BEEN NORMALIZED
C TO HAVE A CENTER OF GRAVITY AT 0,
C AN AREA OF 1,
C AND A STANDARD DEVIATION OF 1
C
C ADDITIVE NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED WHITE NOISE IS
C OPTIONAL
C
C ITYPE = TYPE OF LSF DESIRED FROM ABOVE LIST(INPUT)
C DX = DESIRED SPACING OF DATA VALUES (INPUT)
C ISEED = 9 DIGIT ODD INTEGER SEED FOR RANDOM NOISE
C (INPUT)
C SIGMA = STANDARD DEVIATION OF ADDITIVE RANDOM NOISE
C SET EQUAL TO ZERO FOR NOISE FREE EDGE (INPUT)
C ND = NUMBER OF DATA VALUES GENERATED (OUTPUT)
C X = VECTOR OF ND ABSCISSA VALUES OF THE
SIMULATED
C EDGE (OUTPUT)













GO TO (1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), ITYPE






































C RIGHT TRIANGLE LSF
3 R18=SQRT(18.0)



































































CALL GAUSS(ISEED, SIGMA, O.O.YN)
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SUBROUTINE ANALFT( ITYPE , FREQ , TM)
Q****************************,!,*****^*********************
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE ANALYTICAL FOURIER
C TRANSFORM OF EDGES GENERATED BY SUBROUTINE EDGEGEN
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH AUGUST 1979
C
C FOURIER TRANSFORM VALUES REPRESENTING SEVEN ANALYTICAL
C LINE SPREAD FUNCTIONS (LSF) ARE AVAILBLE BY
C CALLING ANALFT WITH ITYPE =
C 1 FOR RECTANGLE LSF
C 2 FOR TRIANGLE LSF
C 3 FOR RIGHT TRIANGLE LSF
C 4 FOR EMODX LSF
C 5 FOR RAISED COSINE LSF
C 6 FOR GAUSSIAN LSF
C OR 7 FOR SINC**2 LSF
C
C LINE SPREAD FUCTIONS HAVE BEEN NORMALIZED
C TO HAVE A CENTER OF GRAVITY AT 0,
C AN AREA OF 1,
C AND A STANDARD DEVIATION OF 1
C
C ITYPE = TYPE OF LSF DESIRED FROM ABOVE LIST(INPUT)
C FREQ = FREQUENCY AT WHICH TRANSFORM IS TO BE EVALUATED
C (INPUT)




































4 TM=1. 0/(1. 0+2. 0*(PI*FREQ)**2)
RETURN
C























Source listings for SPL2Z and related spline subroutines
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Q*****************************^.**************************
C SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING LEAST SQUARE CUBIC
C SPLINES USING SUBROUTINE SPL2Z WHICH CONSTRAINS
C THE SLOPE OF THE SPLINE TO BE ZERO AT THE EXTREME
C KNOT LOCATIONS
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH AUGUST 1984
C
C SUBROUTINE SPL2Z MUST BE THE FIRST SPLINE RELATED
C SUBROUTINE TO BE CALLED
C
C FOR MORE THAN 10 KNOT LOCATIONS OR 100 DATA VALUES,
C THE COMMON STATEMENTS WILL HAVE TO BE MODIFIED
C IN THE MAIN PROGRAM AND IN EACH SPLINE SUBROUTINE
C




C WHERE NK IS THE NUMBER OF KNOTS TO BE USED IN THE
C SPLINE CALCULATION
C XNOT IS A VECTOR OF THE NK KNOT LOCATIONS
C Y IS A VECTOR OF CALCULATED ORDINATE VALUES AT
C THE NK KNOT LOCATIONS
C M IS A VECTOR OF CALCULATED CURVATURE VALUES AT
C THE NK KNOT LOCATIONS
C ND IS THE NUMBER OF DATA VALUES TO BE FIT WITH
C LEAST SQUARE CUBIC SPLINE
C DATAX IS A VECTOR CONTAINING THE ND DATA ABSCISSA
C VALUES
C DATAY IS A VECTOR CONTAINING THE ND DATA ORDINATE
C VALUES, AND
C RECONY IS A VECTOR CONTAINING THE ND SPLINE
C APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE ND DATA VALUES
C
C M MUST BE DECLARED AS A REAL VECTOR
REAL M
C
C OBTAIN NUMBER OF DATA VALUES FROM TERMINAL




C READ IN DATA FROM EXTERNAL
DEVICE 1
DO 10 1=1, ND
10 READ(l.lOO) DATAX(I),DATAY(I)
100 FORMAT(2(E14.7))
C OBTAIN NUMER OF KNOTS TO
BE USED IN SPLINE FIT
97




C OBTAIN KNOT LOCATIONS FOR THE NK KNOTS
OUTPUT 'INPUT KNOT
LOCATIONS'
DO 20 1 = 1, NK
20 INPUT XNOT(I)
C
C FIT DATA WITH A LEAST SQUARE CUBIC SPLINE
CALL SPL2Z(RMSE,AVEABERR)
C
C PLOT RESULTS TO TERMINAL
C CALL SPLOT
C














SUBROUTINE SPL2Z( RMSE , AVABE )
C SPL2Z IS A FORTRAN CALLABLE SUBROUTINE WHICH CALCULATES
C THE LEAST SQUARES CUBIC SPLINE SUBJECT TO THE
C CONSTRAINT THAT THE SLOPE MUST BE ZERO AT THE
C EXTREME KNOTS.
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH JULY 1979
C
C XNOT IS THE VECTOR OF KNOT LOCATIONS
C DATAX AND DATAY ARE VECTORS OF THE ABSCISSA
C AND ORDINATE VALUES OF THE DATA
C
C RMSE = THE ROOT MEAN SQUARED DEVIATION BETWEEN
C THE DATA AND THE CALCULATED SPLINE (OUTPUT)
C AVABE= THE AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION BETWEEN
C THE DATA AND THE CALCULATED SPLINE (OUTPUT)
C
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATA POINTS AS DIMENSIONED
- 100












CHECK ORDER OF KNOTS AND REORDER IF NECESSARY
C
5 DO 10 I=1,NK-1







C SET ELEMENTS OF MATRICIES A,B,&C
EQUAL TO ZERO
C
















CONVERT MATRIX A INTO A VECTOR AINV
C
K = 0




















CREATE MATRIX C BY POST-MULTIPLYING AINV BY B
C







CHECK ORDER OF DATA ABCISSA VALUES AND REORDER
C IF NECESSARY
C
75 DO 80 I=1,ND-1











C SET ELEMENTS OF MATRIX Z EQUAL TO ZERO
C




CREATE MATRIX Z FROM DATAX, H,&C
C
K=l
DO 100 1 = 1, ND
IF(DATAX(I).LT.XNOT(l)) Z(I,1)=1.0 ;GO TO 100
IF(DATAX(I).GE.XNOT(NK)) Z(I,NK)=1.0 ;GO TO
100
92 IF(XNOT(K).LE.DATAX(I).AND.DATAX(I).LT.XNOT(K+l) )















CONVERT MATRIX Z INTO VECTOR ZZ
C
K = 0





CALCULATE THE LEAST SQUARES
ESTIMATES OF VECTOR Y
C





















CALCULATE VECTOR M FROM M=CY
C








SUBROUTINE SPLVALZ( X , S , K )
******************** + *********,!,*** **********************
C SUBROUTINE TO CALC THE VALUE OF THE SPLINE PRODUCED BY
C SPL2Z
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH JULY 1979
C
C
C X = ABSCISSA VALUE AT WHICH TO CALC SPLINE VALUE( INPUT)
C S = CALCULATED SPLINE VALUE AT X (OUTPUT)
C K = SEGMENT IN WHICH X WAS FOUND (OUTPUT)
C FOR EFFICIENCY WHEN MAKING REPEATED CALLS TO
C SPLVALZ WITH MONOTONICALLY INCREASING VALUES OF X,
C K SHOULD BE SET EQUAL TO ZERO BEFORE THE FIRST
C CALL AND LEFT UNALTERED FOR SUCESSIVE CALLS.
r ******************************************************* *
c
COMMON /FIT/NK,XNOT(10) ,Y(10) ,M(10)
REAL M
C
C IF DATA OUTSIDE EXTREME KNOTS SET EQUAL TO SPLINE AT
C EXTREME KNOTS
IF(X.LT.XN0T(1)) S=Y(1); GO TO 100
IF(X.GE.XNOT(NK)) S=Y(NK);GO TO 100
C
C FIND SEGMENT CONTAINING X
















SUBROUTINE SPLFTZ( F , TM , TP , TR , Tl )
C SUBROUTINE TO CALC NORMALIZED MTF(F) OF 1ST DERIVATIVE
C OF SPLINE FIT USING SUBROUTINE SPL2Z
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH JULY 1979
C
C
C F = FREQUENCY AT WHICH MTF IS EVALUATED (INPUT)
C TM = TRANSFORM MODULUS (OUPUT)
C TP = TRANSFORM PHASE (OUPUT)
C TR = TRANSFORM REAL (OUPUT)






C MTF DEFINED TO BE 1 AT FREQ = 0
IF(F.EQ.O.O) TM=TR=1.0 ;TI=TP=0.0 ; GO TO 30
C































C SUBROUTINE TO CALC THE 1ST DERIVATIVE OF A CUBIC SPLINE
C PRODUCED BY SPL2Z
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH JULY 1979
C
C X = ABSCISSA VALUE AT WHICH TO CALCULATE 1ST DERIVATIVE
C (INPUT)
C DY = 1ST DERIVATIVE AT X (OUTPUT)
r********************************************************
c
COMMON /FIT/NK,XNOT(10) ,Y(10) ,M(10)
REAL M
C
C DY=0 IF X IS OUTSIDE EXTREME KNOTS
IF(X.LT.XNOT(l) .OR.X.GE.XNOT(NK)) DY=0.0;
$ GO TO 100
C
C FIND SEGMENT WHICH CONTAINS X
K = l
















C SUBROUTINE TO PLOT DATA AND SPLINE FIT
C ON A LINE PRINTER
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH JULY 1979
C





























SUBROUTINE SPLFAN( AM , POW , EMAX )
q***** *********** ****************************************
C SUBROUTINE TO PERFORM FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
C PRODUCED BY SPL2Z
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH JULY 1979
C
C AM = 100 ELEMENT VECTOR CONTAINING TRUE MTF VALUES
C AT .01 FREQUENCY INTERVALS (INPUT)
C POW = EST. SQUARED DEVIANCE OF SPLINE FROM TRUE MTF
C (OUTPUT)






















SUBROUTINE SPLFREQZ(NF , ITYPE , DF , POWER )
^* ****************************************************** *
C SUBROUTINE TO PERFORM FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
C PRODUCED BY SPL2Z AND PLOT THE RESULTS ON A
C LINE PRINTER
C
C DEVELOPED AND WRITTEN BY RW PORTH JULY 1979
C
C NF = NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES TO BE EVALUATED (INPUT)
C ITYPE = INTEGER IDENTIFIER OF SPREAD FUNCTION TYPE
C TO BE USED FOR COMPARISON INPUT )
C DF = SPACING OF FREQUENCIES TO BE EVALUATED (INPUT)























10 WRITE(102,250) F , TM ,
































Fit of 7 noise-free edgemodels
using SPL2Z and 4 knots located at 3o , .80
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DATA SPLINE DEVIATION
-6.00 0.000 -.005 0.005 D
-5.80 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-5.60 0.000 .005 0.005 0
-5.40 0.000 -.005 0.005 D
-5.20 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-5.00 0.000 .005 0.005 D D EDGE DATA
-4.80 0.000 .005 0.005 D S SPLINE FIT TO DA
-4.60 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-4.40 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-4.20 0.000 -.005 0.005 D
-4.00 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-3.80 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-3.60 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-3.40 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-3.20 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-3.00 0.000 .005 0.005 D
-2.80 0.000 .004 0.004 D
-2.60 0.000 0.000 0.000 D
-2.40 0.000 0.007 .007 D
-2.20 0.000 0.017 .017 OS
-2.00 0.000 0.032 .032 D S
-1.80 0.000 0.051 -.051 0 S
-1.60 0.038 0.076 .038 D S
-1.40 0.096 0.107 .011 0
-1.20 0.154 0.143 0.010 SD
-1.00 0.211 0. 187 0.024 S D
-0.80 0.269 0.238 0.031 SD
-0.60 0.327 0.297 0.030 SD
-0.40 0.385 0.361 0.023 SD
-0.20 0.442 0.430 0.013 SD
0.00 0.500 0.500 0.000 D
0.20 0.558 0.570 .013 DS
0.40 0.615 0.639 -.023 DS
0.60 0.673 0.703 -.030 DS
0.80 0.731 0.762 .031 DS
1.00 0.789 0.813 .024 D S
1.20 0.846 0.857 -.010 DS
1.40 0.904 0.893 0.011
D
1.60 0.962 0.924 0.038
S D
1.80 1.000 0.949 0.051
S D
2.00 1.000 0.968 0.032
S D
2.20 1.000 0.983 0.017
SD
















2.60 1.000 1.000 0.000
2.80 1. 000 1.004 .004
3.00 1.000 1.005 .005
3.20 1.000 1.005 .005
3.40 1.000 1.005 -.005
3.60 1.000 1.005 .005
3.80 1.000 1.005 .005
4.00 1.000 1.005 -.005
4.20 1.000 1.005 .005
4.40 1.000 1.005 .005
4.60 1.000 1.005 .005
4.80 1.000 1.005 -.005
5.00 1.000 1.005 .005
5.20 1.000 1.005 -.005 o
5.40 1.000 1.005 -.005 o
5.60 1.000 1.005 .005 o
5.80 1.000 1.005 .005 D
6.00 1.000 1.005 -.005
Figure D-l. Spline Fit to
RECTANGLE Edge
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FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
SPLINE ACTUAL MTF
FREQ MTF MTF ERROR 0.0 0.5 1
- - 1 - - I 1
0.00 1.000 1.000 0.000 s
0.02 0.990 0.992 .002 S
0.04 0.962 0.969 .007 S
0.06 0.917 0.930 .014
S*
0.08 0.856 0.878 .023
S*
0.10 0.783 0.814 -.031 S
*
0.12 0.701 0.739 -.038 S
*
0.14 0.614 0.656 .042 S
*
0.16 0.525 0.566 .041 . S
*
0.18 0.439 0.473 -.034 S
*
0.20 0.356 0.378 .021
S*
0.22 0.282 0.284 .002 S
0.24 0.216 0.193 0.023 *S
0.26 0.161 0.109 0.052
* S
0.28 0.116 0.031 0.085 .
* S
0.30 0.081 0.038 0.044 .
* S
0.32 0.056 0.096 -.040 . S
*
0.34 0.039 0.143 . 104 . S
*
0.36 0.029 0.179 .149 .S
*
0.38 0.024 0.203 -. 178 .S
*
0.40 0.023 0.215 -.192 .S
*
0.42 0.023 0.217 .194 .S
*
0.44 0.024 0.208 . 185 .S
*
0.46 0.024 0.191 .167 .S
*
0.48 0.024 0.167 -.143 .S
*
0.50 0.022 0.137 .115 .S
0.52 0.019 0.103 .084 .S
*
0.54 0.015 0.067 -.052 .S
*
0.56 0.011 0.031 -.020
0.58 0.006 0.005 0.002
0.60 0.002 0.037 .036 .
*
0.62 0.002 0.066 -.064
*
0.64 0.005 0.090 .085
*
0.66 0.007 0.109 . 102 .
*
0.68 0.008 0.121 .113
0.70 0.008 0.128 -.120
*
0.72 0.007 0.128 -.121 .
0.74 0.006 0.122 .116
0.76 0.004 0.111 -107
-
*



































X DATA SPLINE DEVIATION
-6.00 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-5.80 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-5.60 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-5.40 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-5.20 0.000 .001 0.001 0
-5.00 0.000 .001 0.001 D 0 EDGE OATA
-4.80 0.000 .001 0.001 D S SPLINE FIT TO DATA
-4.60 0.000 .001 0.001 0
-4.40 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-4.20 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-4.00 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-3.80 0.000 .001 0.001 0
-3.60 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-3.40 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-3.20 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-3.00 0.000 .001 0.001 D
-2.80 0.000 -.001 0.001 0
-2.60 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-2.40 0.000 0.006 .006 D
-2.20 0.005 0.013 .008 DS
-2.00 0.017 0.025 .008 .0
-1.80 0.035 0.041 .006 . D
-1.60 0.060 0.063 .003 D
-1.40 0.092 0.091 0.001 D
-1.20 0.130 0.126 0.004 . SD
-1.00 0.175 0.170 0.005 SD
-0.80 0.227 0.222 0.005 D
-0.60 0.285 0.283 0.002 . 0
-0.40 0.350 0.351 .001 D
-0.20 0.422 0.424 .003 .
D
0.00 0.500 0.500 0.000
D
0.20 0.578 0.576 0.003
D
0.40 0.650 0.649 0.001
D
0.60 0.715 0.717 .002
n
0.80 0.773 0.778 -.005
1.00 0.825 0.830 -.005
1.20 0.870 0.874 .004
1.40 0.908 0.909 .001
1.60 0.940 0.937 0.003
1.80 0.965 0.959 0.006






















2.20 0.995 0.987 0.008
2.40 1.000 0.994 0.006
2.60 1.000 0.999 0.001
2.80 1.000 1.001 .001
3.00 1.000 1.001 -.001
3.20 1.000 1.001 .001
3.40 1.000 1.001 .001
3.60 1.000 1.001 .001
3.80 1.000 1.001 -.001
4.00 1.000 1-001
'O01
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Figure D-3. Spline Fit to
TRIANGLE Edge


























































































































































































































Figure D-4. Spline Estimate of
TRIANGLE MTF
113
X DATA SPLINE DEVIATION
-6.00 0.000 -.008 0.008 D
-5.80 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-5.60 0.000 -.008 0.008 D
-5.40 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-5.20 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-5.00 0.000 .008 0.008 D D EDGE DATA
-4.80 0.000 .008 0.008 D S SPLINE FIT TO DAT
-4.60 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-4.40 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-4.20 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-4.00 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-3.80 0.000 -.008 0.008 D
-3.60 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-3.40 0.000 .008 0.008 0
-3.20 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-3.00 0.000 .008 0.008 D
-2.80 0.000 .007 0.007 D
-2.60 0.000 -.004 0.004 D
-2.40 0.000 0.003 .003 D
-2.20 0.000 0.012 .012 DS
-2.00 0.000 0.026 -.026 DS
-1.80 0.000 0.045 -.045 D S
-1.60 0.000 0.070 .070 D S
-1.40 0.007 0.101 .094 D S
-1.20 0.098 0.139 -.040 D S
-1.00 0. 186 0.184 0.002 D
-0.80 0.269 0.238 0.031 SD
-0.60 0.347 0.300 0.047 S D
-0.40 0.421 0.369 0.052 S 0
-0.20 0.490 0.441 0.049
S D
0.00 0.556 0.516 0.039
S D
0.20 0.616 0.591 0.025
SD
0.40 0.672 0.663 0.010
SD






0.80 0.771 0.789 .017
1.00 0.814 0.839 -.025




1.40 0.887 0.914 .027
1.60 0.916 0.940 -.024
1.80 0.941 0.960 -.019
DS
2.00 0.962 0.975 .013 0
2.20 0.978 0.985 .007 DS
2.40 0.990 0.991 -.001 0
2.60 0.997 0.994 0.003 o
2.80 1.000 0.996 0.004 0
3.00 1.000 0.996 0.004 0
3.20 1.000 0.996 0.004 D






































Figure D-5. Spline Fit to RT.
TRIANGLE Edge
114
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
SPLINE ACTUAL
FREQ MTF MTF ERROR 0.0
0.00 1.000 1.000 0.000
0.02 0.992 0.992 .001
0.04 0.966 0.969 .002 .
0.06 0.926 0.931 .005 .
0.08 0.872 0.880 .008
0.10 0.806 0.818 .012
0.12 0.732 0.747
.015
0.14 0.652 0.670 .018
0. 16 0.570 0.589 .020 .
0. 18 0.488 0.510 .022
0.20 0.409 0.433 .025
0.22 0.335 0.365 .030 .
0.24 0.268 0.307 .039
0.26 0.210 0.264 .054 .
0.28 0. 161 0.236 .075
0.30 0.120 0.222 . 102
0.32 0.089 0.218 .129 .
0.34 0.065 0.217 .152 :
0.36 0.049 0.216 .168 S
0.38 0.038 0.213 .175 S
0.40 0.031 0.206 .175 . S
0.42 0.027 0.195 -.168 .S
0.44 0.024 0.181 -.157 .S
0.46 0.022 0.167 .145 .S
0.48 0.021 0. 154 .132 .S
0.50 0.019 0.142 .123 .S
0.52 0.017 0.134 -.117 .S
0.54 0.015 0.130 .116 .S
0.56 0.011 0. 129 .117 .S
0.58 0.008 0.128 -.120 .
0.60 0.004 0.128 .124
0.62 0.001 0.127 .126
0.64 0.002 0.124 . 122
0.66 0.004 0.120 -.116 .
0.68 0.006 0.114 .108
0.70 0.007 0.108 .101 .
0.72 0.007 0.102 -.095
0. 74 0.007 0.097 .091 .
0.76 0.006 0.094 .088
0.78 0.005 0.092 -.087
0.80 0.004 0.091 -.087
0.82 0.003 0.091 .088
0.84 0.003 0.091 .088 .
0.86 0.003 0.091 -.088
0.88 0.003 0.089 .086 .
0.90 0.003 0.087 .084
0.92 0.003 0.083 .080
0.94 0.004 0.080 .076
0.96 0.004 0.077 .073
0.98 0.004 0.074 -.070 .





































































































































































































































































































































Figure D-7. Spline Fit to EMODX Edge
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FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
SPLINE ACTUAL
FREQ MTF MTF ERROR 0 .0
0.00 1.000 1.000 0. 000
0.02 0.995 0.992 0. 003
0.04 0.980 0.969 0.,010
0.06 0.955 0.934 0..021
0.08 0.921 0.888 0..033
0.10 0.878 0.835 0 .043
0.12 0.828 0.779 0 .049
0.14 0.771 0.721 0 .049
0.16 0.708 0.664 0 .044
0.18 0.642 0.610 0 .032
0.20 0.573 0.559 0 .014
0.22 0.503 0.511 - .008
0.24 0.434 0.468 - .034
0.26 0.368 0.428 .061




0.32 0.194 0.331 .136




0.38 0.079 0.260 .181







0.46 0.016 0.193 .177 .S




0.52 0.011 0.158 .147 ,S
0.54 0.012 0.148 .136 .S
0.56 0.013 0.139 .127 .S
0.58 0.013 0.131 .118 ,S
0.60 0.012 0.123 .111 .S
0.62 0.011 0.116 . 106 .S
0.64 0.008 0.110 .102
0.66 0.005 0.104 .099
0.68 0.001 0.099 .098
0.70 0.003 0.094 ^.091
0.72 0.006 0.089 .083
0.74 0.009 0.085 .075
0.76 0.012 0.081 .069 .S
0.78 0.013 0.077 -.064 .s
0.80 0.013 0.073 -.060 .S
0.82 0.013 0.070 .057
.S
0.84 0.012 0.067 .055 .S
0.86 0.010 0.064
-.054
0.88 0.008 0.061 .053
0.90 0.006 0.059 .053




































































































































































































































































































































Figure D-9. Spline Fit to
RAISED COSINE Edge
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FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
SPLINE ACTUAL MTF
FREQ MTF MTF ERROR 0.0 0 5 1
x
_
0.00 1.000 1.000 0.000 . s
0.02 0.992 0.992 0.000 S
0.04 0.967 0.969 .002 S
0.06 0.927 0.931 .004 . S*
0.08 0.874 0.880 .006 S
0.10 0.809 0.818 .008 S*
0.12 0.736 0.746 .010 S
0.14 0.657 0.668 .011 S
0.16 0.576 0.586 -.011 . S
0.18 0.494 0.503 .009 . S
0.20 0.416 0.421 .005 . S
0.22 0.343 0.343 0.000 . S
0.24 0.276 0.269 0.007 *S
0.26 0.218 0.203 0.014 *S
0.28 0.168 0. 145 0.023 *S
0.30 0.127 0.096 0.031 *S
0.32 0.094 0.056 0.039 . * S
0.34 0.070 0.024 0.045 * S
0.36 0.052 0.001 0.050 S
0.38 0.039 0.014 0.025 *S
0.40 0.031 0.023 0.009 *S
0.42 0.027 0.026 0.000 .S
0.44 0.024 0.026 .002 .S
0.46 0.022 0.023 .001 .S
0.48 0.021 0.017 0.003 .S
0.50 0.019 0.012 0.007 .S
0.52 0.017 0.006 0.011 .S
0.54 0.014 0.001 0.014 .S
0.56 0.011 0.004 0.008 .S
0.58 0.008 0.007 0.001
0.60 0.005 0.008 -.004
0.62 0.001 0.008 .007
0.64 0.002 0.008 .006
0.66 0.004 0.006 .002 .
0.68 0.005 0.004 0.001 .
0. 70 0.006 0.002 0.004
0.72 0.007 0.000 0.006
0.74 0.007 0.001 0.005 .
0. 76 0.006 0.003 0.003
0.78 0.005 0.004 0.002 .
0.30 0.004 0.004 0.001 ...
I1IF UTF T
0.32 0.004 0.004 0.000
s SPLINE MTF EST'
0.84 0.003 0.003 0.000 .
0.86 0.003 0.002 0.001
0.88 0.003 0.001 0.002 .
0.90 0.003 0.000 0.003 .
0.92 0.003 0.001 0.002
0.94 0.003 0.001 0.002
0.96 0.004 0.002 0.002
0.98 0.004 0.002 0.002
1.00 0.004 0.002 0.002





-6.00 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-5.80 0.000 0.001
.001 D
-5.60 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-5.40 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-5.20 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-5.00 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-4.80 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-4.60 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-4.40 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-4.20 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-4.00 0.000 0.001 .001 0
-3.80 0.000 0.001 .001 0
-3.60 0.000 0.001 .001 D
-3.40 0.000 0.001 0.000 0
-3.20 0.001 0.001 0.000 D
-3.00 0.001 0.001 0.001 0
-2.80 0.003 0.001 0.002 D
-2.60 0.005 0.002 0.003 D
-2.40 0.008 0.005 0.003 D
-2.20 0.014 0.011 0.003 .D
-2.00 0.023 0.020 0.002 .D
-1.30 0.036 0.035 0.001 D
-1.60 0.055 0.055 0.000 D
-1.40 0.081 0.082 .001 D
-1.20 0. 115 0.116 .001 D
-1.00 0. 159 0.159 .001 D
-0.80 0.212 0.212 0.000
-0.60 0.274 0.275 .001
-0.40 0.345 0.346 .001
-0.20 0.421 0.421 .001
0.00 0.500 0.500 0.000
0.20 0.579 0.579 0.001
0.40 0.655 0.654 0.001
0.60 0. 726 0.725 0.001
0.80 0.788 0.788 0.000
1.00 0.841 0.841 0.001
1.20 0.885 0.884 0.001
1.40 0.919 0.918 0.001
1.60 0.945 0.945 0.000
1.80 0.964 0.965 .001
2.00 0.977 0.980 .002
2.20 0.986 0.989 .003
2.40 0.992 0.995 -.003
2.60 0.995 0.998 .003
2.80 0.997 0.999 .002
3.00 0.999 0.999 -.001
3.20 0.999 0.999 0.000
3.40 1.000 0.999 0.000
3.60 1.000 0.999 0.001
3.80 1.000 0.999 0.001
4.00 1.000 0.999 0.001
4.20 1.000 0.999 0.001
4.40 1.000 0.999 0.001
4.60 1.000 0.999 0.001
4.80 1.000 0.999 0.001
5.00 1.000 0.999 0.001
5.20 1.000 0.999 0.001
5.40 1.000 0.999 0.001
5.60 1.000 0.999 0.001
5.80 1.000 0.999 0.001
6.00 1.000 0.999 0.001
D EDGE DATA




























FigureD-ll. Spline Fit to GAUSSIANEdge
120





































































































































































































































6.00 0.021 0.033 .012 .DS
5.80 0.023 0.033 .011 .DS
5.60 0.024 0.033 .010 .DS
5.40 0.024 0.033 .009
.DS





4.80 0.025 0.033 .008
.DS
4.60 0.025 0.033 .008 .OS
4.40 0.026 0.033 .008 .DS
4.20 0.027 0.033 .006
.DS
4.00 0.029 0.033 .004
.DS
3.80 0.032 0.033 .001 . D
-3.60 0.036 0.033 0.003 . D
-3.40 0.040 0.033 0.006 . D
-3.20 0.043 0.033 0.010 D
-3.00 0.046 0.033 0.013 . D
2.80 0.048 0.033 0.015 D
-2.60 0.049 0.032 0.016 D
-2.40 0.049 0.033 0.016 . D
-2.20 0.049 0.035 0.014 . D
-2.00 0.051 0.041 0.010 SD
-1.80 0.057 0.052 0.005 D
-1.60 0.069 0.068 0.001 . D
1.40 0.088 0.091 .003
-1.20 0.117 0.122 .005
1.00 0.157 0.162 .005
0.80 0.209 0.213 -.004
0.60 0.271 0.275 .004
0.40 0.342 0.345 .003
0.20 0.419 0.421 .002
0.00 0.500 0.500 0.000
0.20 0.581 0.579 0.002
0.40 0.659 0.655 0.004
0.60 0.730 0.726 0.004
0.80 0.792 0.787 0.004
1.00 0.843 0.838 0.005
1.20 0.883 0.878 0.005
1.40 0.912 0.909 0.003
1.60 0.931 0.932 -.001
1.80 0.943 0.949 -.006
2.00 0.949 0.959 .010
2.20 0.951 0.965 .014
2.40 0.951 0.967 -.016
2.60 0.951 0.968 .016
2.80 0.952 0.967 .015
3.00 0.954 0.967 -.013
3.20 0.957 0.967 -.010
3.40 0.960 0.967 .006
3.60 0.964 0.967 .003
3.80 0.968 0.967 0.001
4.00 0.971 0.967 0.004
4.20 0.973 0.967 0.006
4.40 0.974 0.967 0.008
4.60 0.975 0.967 0.008
4.80 0.975 0.967 0.008
5.00 0.975 0.967 0.008
5.20 0.975 0.967 0.008
5.40 0.976 0.967 0.009
5.60 0.976 0.967 0.010
5.80 0.977 0.967 0.011
6.00 0.979 0.967 0.012
EDGE DATA





























Figure D-13. Spline Fit to SINC**2 Edge
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FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF SPLINE
SPLINE ACTUAL
FREQ MTF MTF ERROR 0.0
0.00 1.000 1. 000 0.000 .
0.02 0.994 0.951 0.043 .
0.04 0.975 0.902 0.073 .
0.06 0.946 0.853 0.092
0.08 0.905 0.804 0.101
0.10 0.855 0.755 0.100
0.12 0.797 0.706 0.091
0. 14 0.732 0.657 0.075 .
0.16 0.663 0.608 0.055 .
0.18 0.592 0.559 0.033
0.20 0.520 0.510 0.010 .
0.22 0.449 0.461 -.012 .
0.24 0.381 0.412 .031 .
0.26 0.317 0.363 .046
0.28 0.259 0.314 -.056
0.30 0.206 0.265 .059
0.32 0.161 0.216 .055
0.34 0.122 0. 167 -.045 .
0.36 0.091 0. 118 -.028
0.38 0.066 0.069 .004
0.40 0.047 0.020 0.027 *S
0.42 0.033 0.000 0.033 . S
0.44 0.024 0.000 0.024 .S
0.46 0.018 0.000 0.018 .S
0.48 0.015 0.000 0.015 .S
0.50 0.013 0.000 0.013 .S
0.52 0.013 0.000 0.013 .S
0.54 0.013 0.000 0.013 .S
0.56 0.012 0.000 0.012 .S
0.58 0.011 0.000 0.011 .s
0.60 0.010 0.000 0.010 .
0.62 0.008 0.000 0.008
0.64 0.005 0.000 0.005
0.66 0.002 0.000 0.002
0.68 0.001 0.000 0.001 .
0.70 0.004 0.000 0.004 .
0.72 0.006 0.000 0.006 .
0. 74 0.008 0.000 0.008 .
0.76 0.010 0.000 0.010
0.78 0.010 0.000 0.010 .S
0.80 0.010 0.000 0.010
.S
0.82 0.010 0.000 0.010 .
0.84 0.009 0.000 0.009 .
0.86 0.008 0.000 0.008
0.88 0.006 0.000 0.006
.
0.90 0.005 0.000 0.005
0.92 0.004 0.000
0.004
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